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NetEnt launches Perfect Blackjack 
across its operator network  

 

The traditional table game is transformed by the first-of-its-kind product 

that allows players to learn perfect blackjack strategy  

 
NetEnt has integrated Perfect Blackjack to its Live portfolio, allowing all current and future 
customers to present the unique title that offers a fun-friendly return-to-player (RTP) of 
99.5%. 
 
The acquisition-focused game was developed in conjunction with Rank Group’s Grosvenor 
Casinos, the UK’s largest multi-channel casino operator, and is now available across the 
NetEnt Live network. 
 
With the house edge trimmed to just 0.5%, Perfect Blackjack deals players the ideal hand 
every time, allowing them to follow, watch and learn flawless strategy. It is also the only live 
dealer blackjack game to offer optional autoplay functionality, with players pre-selecting 
whether to auto-split or double down. The inclusion of multi-seat and multiple players per 
box gives even more scalability and flexibility. The game also includes side bets such as 
perfect pair. 
 
“Launching Perfect Blackjack onto the full NetEnt Live customer network means that players 
with all our live casino partners will be able to be introduced to and enjoy the benefits of the 
optimal strategy. Beyond that, this is an innovative game that brings something truly different 
to the live casino market and we have seen that it’s an entertaining and popular product,” 
said Andres Rengifo, Director of NetEnt Live.  
 
NetEnt Live has undergone major changes last few weeks with a brand-new user interface 
launched across the portfolio. 
 
For additional information please contact:  



 
press@netent.com  
 

NetEnt AB (publ) is a leading digital entertainment company, providing premium gaming solutions to the world’s  
most successful online casino operators. Visit www.games.netent.com to try our games. Since its inception in 

1996, NetEnt has been a true pioneer in driving the market with thrilling games powered by their cutting-edge 

platform. With innovation at its core, NetEnt is committed to create the future of gaming. NetEnt is listed on 

Nasdaq Stockholm (NET-B), employs 900 people and has offices in Stockholm, Malta, Kiev, Gothenburg, New 

Jersey, Krakow, London and Gibraltar. www.netent.com 
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